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Sept. 5, 1992
CONFIDENTIAL
To: MJ-8
Subject: Expression of Citizen Concern

A concerned citizen, Mr. Anthony Hilder, has recently written
to the Lincoln County District Attorney, State of Nevada.
Mr. Hilder is concerned about the conduct of Wackenhut
personnel and the nature of various operations in Nevada.
We have not independently verified that this letter is
genuine, but have no reason to doubt its authenticity.
(We received our copy from Roger Beard of Henderson, NV.)
Because Mr. Hilder has apparently sent copies of his letter
to several other people, you may wish to see the letter as
well -- although its tone and demeanor is not meant for the
eyes of a gentleman of your standing and position.
However, if you will look past the negativity and strong
opinions expressed in Mr. Hilder's letter, you will see
sincere requests for vigilant oversight of the conduct of
Wackenhut security and for a periodic, careful review of
ongoing alien-related operations in Nevada.
These requests appear to be reasonable. No doubt, strong
internal "checks and balances" already exist. Although Mr.
Hilder's letter is an extreme example, we feel that many
Americans, if they were in a position to do so, would
similarly ask that ceaseless efforts be made to ensure that
secret operations are kept in compliance with the letter and

spirit of U.S. policy, laws, findings and treaties.
Mr. Hilder's letter can also be interpreted as containing a
request that any variances from policy or abuses of power be
corrected and disciplinary action be taken as appropriate.
Although this is probably standard procedure, you may find it
encouraging that a citizen cares enough to write others about
it.
Lastly, Mr. Hilder's comments reflect an urging that those in
the "Secret Government," having drawn a "deep black veil
across their operations, do not forget or abandon traditional

American and humanitarian values -- even though the "Secret
Government" must balance these earthly values against totally
"alien" values as well.
We hope this memo has placed Mr. Hilder's remarks into a
perspective which may be useful to you.

July 30, 1992

Patty Cafferata
Lincoln County District Attorney
Pioche, Nevada 89043
702-962-5171

Dear Mrs. Cafferata,
I am calling on the Attorney General of the State of Nevada to initiate
an immediate 'FULL-SCALE' Grand Jury Investigation into the activities of
the Wackenhut S.S., your office and the Lincoln County Sheriff's
Department. The reason for the urgency of this action is because of the
rapidly increasing number of 'life-threatening." situations created by
unidentified paramilitary personnel who operate under the color of law to
harass, intimidate and suppress the constitutional rights of many
hundreds of American citizens and Japanese nationals who come to view
the Unidentified Flying 'Saucer-Shaped Disks' being tested over your
county.
It is my prayer that with the prodding of the people and the press that
the Attorney General will launch 'this investigation' in time to avert one
of these innocent individuals from being murdered by that paramilitary
mob or winding up as a permanent prisoner in one of the 'strange'
underground 'experimental laboratories' below Dreamland and S-4 within
the Neilis Test Range.
During my conversation with you on the afternoon of June 6, I made
repeated attempts to acquire the names of six individuals who were
arrested last month by the Lincoln County Sheriff's Department
somewhere in the Tickaboo Valley. As a reporter, I sought your
professional cooperation. f did not get it.
Not only did you refuse to reveal the names of those arrested and their
"alleged' violation of law - you continually badgered me for my home

address, phone number and specifically just what radio stations would
be
broadcasting the story. Could it be that you wanted to "cover up'
the
story? As I stated, I simply wanted to cover the event.
I am curious as to the reason you would attempt to prevent the media
from reporting the arrest. Obviously you didn't want me to contact those
people for their side of the story before their arraignment. Is there
something you fear from honest disclosure? What is it that you don't
want known? Could It be that these arrests were illegal?
Did the Sheriff's Department violate 'the constitutional rights' of
these citizens, Mrs. Cafferata? Has it become the policy of Lincoln County
Sheriff's Department with youLepproval and under the color of law,
to
"HARRASS AND INTIMIDATE' the curious onlookers who come to
your
county to sit beneath the stars in the high desert, hoping to see
and
possibly photograph the strange and 'alien lights' in the night sky
for
which that region has now become famous? Is this a crime in Nevada
?
One might wonder if Lincoln has now become the first county
in a
'Hitlerian Superstate' of a NEW WORLD ORDER - where freedom
s are
suppressed and terror tactics are 'public policy'?
As an investigative journalist, I have talked to many DA's and many
law enforcement officials on and off the air over the years. Genera
lly
they have been 'MOST COOPERATIVE'. You, on the other hand, have
the
distinction of being the 'LEAST COOPERATIVE'. This might bring a rational
reporter to conclude that you have something to hide. And I believe you
do.
It's definitely not a TOP SECRET that what's going on within the
bowels of those underground bunkers at S-4 and Area 51 in the Neilis
Test
Site is "ABOVE TOP SECRET'. Obviously there's something very strange
going on out there that the 'BLACK PROJECTS BOYS' have to
hide
regardless of what it costs. If the public were to become aware of
what
these 'Dr. Strangelove's" were 'creating' in those underground laborat
ories
- I believe the world would be shocked and horrified beyond all belief.
Need I remind you that it is your responsibility as District Attorney
of Lincoln County to UNCOVER - NOT COVER UP crimes that are
being
committed in your county. Other questions arise. is there a derelic
tion
of duty by the District Attorney's office?
Do you have a conflict of
interest? And for whom you do serve?

am deeply concerned as is the American Civil Liberties Union in
seeing that the constitutional rights of all Americans who live in or pay a
visit to Lincoln County are protected - not violated by the Wackenhut
S.S. (Security Service), your Sheriff's Department, or anyone else.

Correct me if I am wrong, but at one time or another did you not take
some sort of oath to uphold and defend the Constitution of the United
States? Or is the Lincoln County District Attorney
exempt from
upholding such 'antiquated trivialities' as the United States Constitution?
Would you be willing to share with me information as to how and why
the Wackenhut S.S. is allowed by your office under the color of law to

stop, intimidate and harrass 'sightseers` on public land? Are they
"ABOVE THE LAW'? Are they immune to Prosecution?
What law is it that allows the Wackenhut S.S. to drive unlicenced
vehicles on county roads in the state of Nevada at speeds far exceeding
the posted limit? Does your office now allow them to search sightseers'
vehicles without warrants? Maybe some judge in Lincoln County issued
them 'pocket warrants*?
And if so, what judge has the legal authority
in this country to issue such 'Invisible warrants' to the Wackenhut S.S.
or any other paramilitary mob? What law gives you the legal authority
to allow the Wackehut S.S. to stop, interrogate and intimidate
sightseers, tourists, campers and naturalists? Or for that matter, do they
need ask your permission at all? Are they a law unto themselves?
Are these 'Hitler lan Harrassers' CIA, NSA, "Black Project', U.N. or
paramilitary personnel? Just where is the law in Lincoln County?
Asleep? Or do you simply wink your eye at all these Orwelltan
incidents?
The obvious collusion between Wackenhut and the Sheriff's Department
necessitates that these questions be asked. It has become even more
necessary to prevent our freedoms from disintegrating - that these
questions be answered.
Who are these men who stand behind loaded fully automatic
weapons, show no identification, wear camouflaged clothing, display no
badges, wear no emblems, drive unlicensed vehicles and who show no

warrants when they stop and interrogate American citizens on
American
soil? They demand to see identification, social security cards,
driver's
licenses, take pictures of the sightseers, record their conve
rsations,
search their cars and write down the license plate numbers
for azher
files' just like in Nazi Germany. They have even on occasion drawn
their
weapons and aimed them at American citizens - with what can
only be
described as intent to kill - should the 'sightseers' not instan
tly obey
their commands. Surely you must be aware that all this is taking
place on
public 'tax-payer owneq° land in your county. Why are you allowi
ng this,
Mrs. Cafferata?
Who are these paramilitary people that you seemingly protec
t from
prosecution? Under whose authority do these neo - Fasci
st forces
operate? Yours? MJ-12? Some cryptic banking cartel? The
Skull and
Bones? The Jason Society? Global 2000? The Tri-Lats? I know
It's not
the Boy Scouts, Mrs. Cafferata. Just who is running the show?
I doubt seriously that the average citizen of Lincoln County who
pays
your salary has any idea what's going on.
I feel quite certain that the
residents of Rachel, Pioche and Alamo haven't secretly met
with you in
some obscure smoke-filled back-room to persuade you to make
sure that
the Wackenhut S.S. remains "Immune' from criminal prosecution.
I don't quite understand why you're doing what you're doing or
rather not doing . Does somebody have some sort of hold on
you? Does some
'secret society' pay for your co-operation? Or are you and the
Sheriff's
Department just working with the Wackenhut S.S. voluntarily,
without
pay?
In Nazi Germany, Hitler had a quasi-government group called the
S.S.
Beyond their borders they called the collaborators the Waffen
S.S. They
were authorized by the Fuhrer to operate 'BEYOND THE LAW'.
Is this the
case in Lincoln County? Has the Wackenhut S.S. replaced the
Waffen
S.S.?
Under what law have you allowed unmarked black helicopters to
buzz,
harrass and threaten the lives of tourists in Lincoln Count
y? If these
aircraft are not, by law, allowed to threaten the lives of the peopl
e who
come to the Tickaboo Valley 'to see the sights", then why hasn't
your
office prosecuted these criminals? Are they above the law?
Or has

'selective prosecution' replaced criminal justice in Lincoln County?
Are you ready to testify in a court of law that you are
'unaware' that
black helicopters have been swooping down upon innoc
ent travelers - in
an attempt to scare them or try to kill them - as was
the case with Cary
Grant when he was buzzed by an airplane in the fiction
al film North By
Northwest. If you don't recollect any such incident, let
me remind you but
one. Norio Hayakawa. Gary Schultz and a party of sights
eers were buzzed
by an unmarked helicopter - in a life-threatening mann
er in May of
1991.
Under what law do you allow such outrage to occur
r over Lincoln
County roads? Have you bothered to even so much as
"discuss' this attack
with those who authorized it? Why haven't they been
brought to court to
explain their offensive action taken against those
innocent, unarmed
people? Did you make any attempt whats
oever to prosecute the
perpetrators of that crime? Might i remind you that
it occurred over a
Lincoln County road, which is under your Jurisdiction
?
Just what did
you do about it, Mrs. Cafferata? Nothing?
On March 26 of this year Norio Hayakawa and Shinic
hiro Namiki were
stopped by Undersheriff Gary Davis and Deputy Sherif
f Doug Lamoreaux, at
which time their camera equipment was 'forcibly
confiscated' on
public land by these two armed men. In years
gone by this was
considered highway robbery. Under what
law do you justify such
outrage now? Or is theft now legal in Lincoln County?
Is it not incumbent upon you to at the very least to
bring Lamoreaux
and Davis up before a judicial hearing in front of an
unbiased judge? in
case you've lost their numbers, Mrs. Cafferata, you can
reach Undersheriff
Davis at 702-725-3447 and Deputy Sheriff Lamoreaux
at 702-725-3645
in their off-hours when they might be more inclin
ed to give some
straightforward answers about this outrageous behav
ior.
I realize that you are at the very least angered by my
inquiries. If your
arrogant attitudes towards this reporter is any exam
ple of how you slip,
slide, duck and hide from inquiries by others in the Fifth
Estate - you must
hold those of us in the media with very deep disda
in. Your attitude
reminds me of Richard Nixon. He had a simila
r attitude towards the free
press, but you are in good company - so did Adolph Hitler.

This country has been very good to me, Mrs.
Cafferata. I owe a great
debt to our forefathers who had the courage
to stand up and speak out
against the tyranny imposed upon them by King
George. They had to fight
for the freedom we enjoy in this the greatest
nation on earth. So I am not
about to remain silent, turn my back and do
nothing as you would prefer
me to do while I see our constitutional rights
that they fought and died for
twisted and turned by the knaves of Lincoln Coun
ty law enforcement.
I realize that you are paid handsomely to do and
say what you do, Mrs.

Cafferata. I have no problem with you making
money, just as long as you
don't 'sell out' our freedoms to obtain your fortu
ne. Our freedoms are not
for sale and we are not willing to see you surre
nder them to some 'NeoFascist' NEW WORLD ORDER. I fear that if
your belligerent behavior is
allowed to remain unchallenged in Lincoln Coun
ty, Nevada may well be on
its way to becoming Nazi-ized.
I thank God that we still have freedom of spee
ch and expression in this
country. In the Communazi nations of this worl
d I would be Investigated
and subject to arrest for daring to make such
inquiries of even a tanktown backwoods bureaucrat. Up until just rece
ntly in the Soviet 'SLAVE
SYSTEM" the KGB would concoct evidence
against individuals like
Soizhenitzen who dared to bring to light the
.grizzly Hitlerian horrors
happening in the Gulag Archipelago.

As deeply committed as you might be in "COV
ERING' for those who are
'COVERING UP' the Nightmares at Neil's,
I believe that you will soon
discover that the overwhelming majority of
those who receive this letter
are far more dedicated to 'UNCOVERING CRIM
ES* being committed against
American citizens in your neck of the
world - than you will be In
prosecuting crimes committed in Lincoln Coun
ty.
• Incidentally, irrespective of how 'new' you
might think that President
Bush's New World Order is, his 'presidential
proclamation' is definitely not new. Adoph Hitler used the exact sam
e words to describe 'his plan'
for Global Government some fifty years ago.
Now Bush claims he wants to
accomplish it 'IN A KINDER AND GENTLER
WAY'. But that's just on TV for
the mindless masses. For your edification
THE NEW WORLD ORDER is the

title of Hitler's second book ...... ...the first
one was MEIN KAMPF. It served
the Fuhrer and his Fascist followers who justified
the INHUMAN WRONGS
of 'HUMAN RIGHTS' committed through
out Europe. This included
justification for Dr. Joseph Mengele's monstruo
us 'MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS'
that were performed on the unsuspecting
population in order to to develop
a MASTER RACE.
Of course there's a difference between Bus
h and Hitler's phraseology.
Hitler talked about a THOUSAND-YEA
R REICH. Bush talks about a
THOUSAND POINTS OF LIGHT.
I know that it shatters your senses for som
eone like myself to suggest
that 'GENETIC ENGINEERING" and 'MEDICAL
EXPERIMENTS' could be going on
in the miles of tunneled underground facil
ities at S-4 and Groom Lake and that history could be repeating itse
lf, yet this topic has come up
repeatedly over the past year - from "sev
eral sources'.
I recall one case in point when the Linc
oln County Sheriff's
Department picked up a young black wom
an named Trassie Wingfield who
was wandering about in the Tickaboo Valle
y one night near the perimeter
of the base. As I understand it she's in
the Navy and is stationed out of
Hawaii. She claimed to have been abducted
and brought into 'the facility'
twice for °medical experiments'.
Did your office investigate her
charges? And if not, why not?
According to the FBI and Department of
Justice records, well over
300,000 children end up missing and unac
counted for in this country every
year. Where do you think these 'MILK CAR
TON KIDS' disappear to, Mrs.
Cafferata? Certainly they can't all get swa
llowed up in the inner cities
or wind up in shallow graves off lonely back
woods roads or served up on
the table of some psychopathic cannibal.
In Bill Hamilton's book 'COSMIC TOP SEC
RET' there may be an answer
to this question. In it is described a
literal Hitlerian 'hell under the
earth° which was created at a TOP SECRET
-BLACK PROJECT base called
Dulce. That one is located in New Mexico,
not far from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. I have enclosed two
pages from Hamilton's book for
your review. Though I suspect you will I pray that you don't - take these
murderous matters lightly.

I have recently heard stories of people who
, under hypnosis, have
described in nightmarish terms what goe
s on in these God-forsaken
underground facilities like DREAMLAND. Base
d upon what I have heard, I
can only describe the 'HELL-HOLES' as 'FRA
NKENSTEIN FACTORIES'.
According to my source, these laboratories
are run by a small army of
I.G.O.R.S. (the Invisible Government's Rob
otons) who follow "the party
line" as did their Nazi predecessors who
ran the Hitlerian Hospitals at
Auschwitz and Dachau.
I don't know what Hitlerian horrors are
happening out there with
Project Redlight but I feel it's imperative to
ask the Attorney General of
the State of Nevada to appoint a special (inde
pendent, non-governmental)
investigative team to uncover just what kind
of 'experimentation' is going
on in the underground facilities at S-4 and Groo
m Lake. The country has a
right to know if the missing 'MILK CARTON
KIDS" are being used for
'genetic engineering` and if adult 'abducte
es' are used for mutation
experiments and body parts.
I would think that if you refuse to cooperate
with such an Investigative
team or to even address this issue - one
might conclude that you , like
your predecessors, are following close to
'the party line".
A final question about 'THE FINAL SOLUTIO
N', Mrs. Cafferata. As you
know, Adolph Hitler was reported to have
ordered his I.G.O.R.S. to gas
millions of innocents in 'death camps' like
Auschwitz and Dachau
`TO
CLEANSE' the world of the Jewish problem.
Did you ever ask yourself
what happened to those atomic scientists in
Germany who were developing
the A-Bomb and the dozens of doctors who
conducted those medical
experiments on human beings? is it mearly
coincidental that there exists
many thousands of Malthusian Minded Men
who openly accept "MASS
MURDER' as necessary to bring about a NEW
WORLD ORDER? These
Orwellian ONE WORLDERS working within the
Bush.'Elack Projects' believe
that the world's population has to be reduced
by 1,250,000,000 people by
the year 2000 (25%). If you don't believe,
there are madmen with this
mind-set... Read GLOBAL 2000's Master Plan
.
These Malthusian men have the minds of mon
sters. They use `controlled
conflicts" (war), "bacteriological war
fare' (AIDS), sterilization,
mandatory abortion and 'weather modifica
tion' to create droughts that
result In mass starvation. To achieve their
"end objective' for global

government upon the ashes of all national
sovereignty they are willing to
mass-murder millions. That requires, of
course, the 'cooperation' of
officials like you , Mrs. Cafferata, to follow
'the party line".
I know its very hard for you to accept, even
in your wildest thoughts,
that an AMERICAN AUSCHWITZ could exist
under American soil. I bet it's
even harder for you to conceive that it
could be fully functioning in
Lincoln County. Are you willing to testify
in a court of law that it doesn't
exist there, Mrs. Cafferata?
During the Third Reich even the party liner
s° who lived around 'the
death camps' were reluctant to believe that
'their government° could
commit such horrendous crimes as were disco
vered after the invasion of
Germany. Yet, although they heard faint scre
ams in the far distance and
cries for help - they shut their ears to it.
Even though they saw carloads of people by the thousands going into
the concentration camps - and
none return - they shut their eyes to it. Even
when they saw billows of
smoke belch from the bowels of the burn
ers and smelt the stiff strong
stench of burning flesh -they shut their sens
es to it. And, in spite of the
fact rumor had it that 'unspeakable horro
rs' were going on in the 'killing
camps" - they shut their minds to_it.
Those that asked local government officials
, like yourself, what was
going on were told that it was all 'TOP SEC
RET" and involved 'NATIONAL
SECURITY"
and not to question authority. Then one
day when the war
came to a close and the truth was unearthed
, the 'party people' acted
shocked when it became public that millio
ns had been mass-murderered.
They just couldn't believe that genocide,
infanticide and homicide could
have seen not only allowed but carried out
to the last deadly detail by
other 'party liners' in the government who
just went along
saw
nothing, said nothing and did nothing.
When it came time for the trial at Nure
nberg , Mrs. Cafferata, the
'Vun, VurId, Vurkers' who ran the killer conc
entration camps at Auschwitz
and Dachau - 'CLAIMED INNOCENCE'. Even
those 'party people' who shoved
and shoveled their victims into those
carnivorous crematoriums 'CLAIMED INNOCENCE'. They said they were
just obeying orders. They said
they were merely carrying out the Master Plan
- for the Master Race.
I am not accusing you of any crime, Mrs.
Cafferata. It Is possible

that you could just be so inordinately apathetic
or just so busy blindly
obeying orders that you cannot see, or simply refus
e to open your eyes to
what's going on. Or do you 'CLAIM INNOCEN
CE", Mrs. Cafferata? The
Attorney General's office will be the judge
of that. It is the A.G.'s
responsibility to determine if any crimes have
been, or are now being
committed or allowed 'to be committed" by your
office. Ultimately, any
decision with regards to the 'wholesale abuse
of the law' is made by the
prosecution who tries the case, be it in a court
of law or before the bar of
public opinion.
take it you'll 'CLAIM INNOCENCE', Mrs. Caffe
rata. Just for the
record, Mrs. C., whose orders do you obey? Some
times one feels like the
weight of the world is upon them when asked so
many direct questions.
But being a District Attorney, Mrs. Cafferata
, I feel that it is your
responsibility to answer them before an inves
tigating committee, the
press and the court of law. But don't worry yours
elf about that tonight that's all coming tomorrow.
So smile. And have a nice day.

Anthony J. Hilder
RADIO FREE AMERICA

P.S. Strong letter to follow.

Duplicate letters and packets are being sent
to the following:

THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF NEVA
DA
NEVADA BAR ASSOCIATION
BILLY GOODMAN
SENATOR FLOYD LAMB
CONGRESSMAN BOB DORNAN
ATTORNEY DAVID ROSENBAUM
EUSTACE MULLINS

TED GUNDERSON, FORMER HEAD OF F.B.1.LOS ANGELES AND DALLAS DISTRIC
T
CONGRESSMAN HENRY GONZALEZ
CONGRESSMAN DANA ROHRSACHER
JOSEPH RANDAZZO
LARRY WILKINSON, KLAS-TV
THE LAS VEGAS REVIEW JOURNAL, EDITOR
JAMES MOSELEY
OPRA WINFREY
DR. STANTON FRIEDMAN
THE PEOPLE'S PRESS
BRUCE MACCABBEE, DEPT. OF THE NAVY
PHIL DONAHUE
BOB OESCHLER, NASA
SIMON W1ESENTHAL CENTER
TIM BECKLEY
60 MINUTES
TREVOR HARVEY
MISSING CHILDREN'S FUND
CHILD FIND OF AMERICA
MARINA POPOVICH, RUSSIA
BILL COOPER
RALPH STEINER
HARD COPY, NBC
KTNV-TV
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD - GERALDO RIVERA
KEVIN AND BEAN, KROQ RADIO
MORTON DOWNEY, JR.
DAVE AARON
DER SPIEGEL (GERMANY)
LUCIUS FARISH
BILL HAMILTON III
ARSENIO HALL
RAY WARDLE
MICHAEL LINDEMAN, 2020
THE CIVILIAN INTELLIGENCE NETWORK
DEPUTY SHERIFF DOUG LAMOREAUX
EXECUTIVE INTELLIGENCE REVIEW
DON ECKER
BOB WOODARD
ROBERT LAZAR
MEL BELLI

GENE HUFF
JOE AND PAT TRAVIS
WHITLEY STRIEBER
MU MAGAZINE, JAPAN
JOHN LEAR
SHERIFF DAHL BRADFIELD
THE TORONTO STAR
WENDELLE STEVENS
MOHAMMED SPEAKS
MICHAEL HESSEMAN, GERMANY
LINDA HOWE PRODUCTIONS
DIE WELT, GERMANY
VALDAMAR VALERIAN
THE LONDON TIMES
TOM LEYKIS, KFI RADIO (LOS ANGELES)
THE TONY BROWN AFFAIR
JACK ANDERSON
THE DESERET NEWS, SALT LAKE
SOME 'BOYS FROM BRAZIL'
JACK MCLAMB, (AID AND ABETT)
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
BARBARA HONICKER
THE YOMIURI SHIMBUN, TOKYO
NORD DAVIS, JR.
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, ROSS PEROT CAMPAIGN
LT. COL. JAMES BO GRITZ
THE GOPHER 'THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA'
DON MACALVANEY
SCOTT BAIO
SAWYER (AUSTRALIA)
THE AMERICAN TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
RALPH EPPERSON
THE DAILY BRUIN, UCLA
THE PARIS MATCH, FRANCE
THE MANCHESTER UNION LEADER
U.N.L.V.
THE DAILY TROJAN, U.S.C.
THE STAR, JOHANNESBURG (SOUTH AFRICA)
THE HARVARD CRIMSON
YALE UNIVERSITY
AND THIRTEEN OTHERS NOT NAMED

